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FOREWORD 

”If we hope to achieve the aim of reconstructing culture  
history, we must develop means for using archaeological  
remains as a record of the past and as a source of data for  

testing propositions  which we set forth regarding past events”. 
(L. Binford 1968. 11) 

 
 

Early archaeological experiments focused on replicating ancient structures or artefacts 
using materials, tools and techniques allegedly used by people in the past. Experiments were 
employed when conventional methods of archaeology no longer worked, attempting to test, 
explain and ultimately reconstruct crafting practices, technical facilities, and work methods.  

At present, experimental archaeology has long passed its infancy, and much has changed 
since its 19th century debut (e.g. Evans, 1872). It was during the 1950s that S.A. Semenov (1964) 
innovated the field of functional analysis, and since then experimental archaeology was 
recognized as essential to usewear studies and its impact slowly but steadily extended over 
other archaeological fields of study. The number of publications has increased significantly, 
triggered by conferences and workgroups on experimental archaeology and use-wear analysis 
(e.g. Alonso et al. (eds.) 2017; Beyries et al. (eds.) 2021, as the most recent). 

But, comparatively speaking, experimental archaeology plays a rather a marginal role, still, 
despite its immense potential for reconstructing the past and the strides it has made in 
asserting and developing itself: if early experimentations were mainly ‘replicative’ focusing 
on obtaining the exact aspect of specific archaeological artefacts/structures, at present, 
particular attention is given to the scientific framework of the archaeological experimentation, 
focusing on the design and control of the experiments for testing specific hypotheses about 
past activities. At the moment, experimental archaeology and use-wear analysis are combined 
in order to better understand the multifaceted aspects of an object’s life, among which 
manufacture and use are usually seen as the most significant.  

This volume focuses on the role and means of archaeological experimentation in 
understanding the processes involved in the design, manufacture and use of past artefacts. We 
set out looking for contributions that would test existing theoretical hypotheses but also others 
that bring forth innovative approaches. When asking for contributions, we suggested the five 
stages of an experimental approach as main-themes: 1. Selection and acquisition of raw 
materials, identical to those present in the archaeological assemblages. 2. Production of 
replicas following the technological transformation schemes identified by the direct study of 
archaeological items. 3. Experimental use as indicated by the publications/ethnographic 
comparisons or as suggested by the morphology/use-wear evolution of the archaeological 
items. 4. Microscopical analysis of use-wear patterns. 5. Comparison of experimental data with 
archaeological data in order to validate the existing hypotheses on their manufacture and use 
by the human communities. A second aim was for the invited authors to come from various 
archaeological backgrounds and cover a broad spatial and temporal interval. 
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As a result, this volume comprises 17 studies organized in three sections, dictated by the 
various aspects of experimental archaeology they represent: from the more traditional 
experimental replication, understanding and interpretation of artefact functionality, and 
relatively recent (and less trodden) directions in experimental archaeology. It also comes to 
show that experimental archaeology is as well suited for Palaeolithic studies as it is for the 
Neo-Eneolithic and the Bronze Age.  Although most papers refer geographically to Europe, 
interesting contributions take us to Argentina and Australia.  

The seven papers falling into the section Experimental replication present experimental 
projects dealing with: animal butchering techniques in the Middle Paleolithic (Marie-Cécile 
Soulier, Sandrine Costamagno, Emilie Claud and Marianne Deschamps); ivory processing 
during the Aurignacian period (Wulf Hein); reconstruction of prehistoric boats (Grzegorz 
Osipowicz, Justyna Orłowska, Justyna Kuriga, Alicja Bieniek, Dominik Chlachula, Jeljer 
Huisman, Hildegard Müller, Tabea Müller, Matteo Orsi, Marijn Rudolphie, Claudio Simoni, 
Sanne Smit, and Dorota Wojtczak); Eneolithic fibre production (Ana Ilie); manufacture and 
use of arrowheads during the Eneolithic (Ion Torcică and Marius Gheorghe Barbu, Mihaela 
Maria Barbu and Ioan Alexandru Bărbat); Bronze Age pottery making (Angie Wickenden). 

The following section - Paths to functionality - debuts  with an overview of the prehistoric 
projectile points (Jean-Marc Pétillon, Pierre Cattelain), followed by contributions on the use of 
different types of personal adornments (Monica Mărgărit; Leïla Hoareau, Sylvie Beyries; 
Ekaterina N. Golubeva, Madina Sh. Galimova and Vera N. Bakhmatova), grinding technology 
as triggered by rock properties (Vesna Vučković); functionality of shell and lithic tools inferred 
from microwear traces (Romina Silvestre, Natacha Buc, Daniel Loponte and Alejandro 
Acosta).  

The final section - Fresh approaches to experimental interpretation - brings forth four 
experimental programs that had employed methodologies less frequently undertaken: 
inferring functionality of skin working tools by the study of microscopic animal residues 
(Elspeth Hayes, Nina Kononenko); identification of vessel manufacturing techniques using 
computed tomography (Vasile Opriş, Adina Boroneanţ, Marta Petruneac, Mihaela Golea, 
Marin Focşăneanu,  Robert Sîrbu and Clive Bonsall); ascertaining the function of the bucchero 
incense burners (Darya A. Derzhavets) or re-discussing the results of fire use in the 
manipulation of the dead (Yannis Chatzikonstantinou). 

Hopefully, the present collection of works will convince once again of the importance of 
archaeological experiments and their significant contribution to the understanding of the 
human life- and deathways of the past. It also makes a convincing plea, we believe, for 
interdisciplinarity and the use of new techniques and methods pertaining to the physical and 
chemical sciences, but not only. Last but not least, it shows that there are almost no limits to 
testing archaeological hypotheses by means of well developed, science-based experiments. 

We would like to thank all contributors who answered our call, and with patience and 
goodwill helped us complete this volume in less than a year. Each paper was submitted to 
external reviews. Therefore, our gratitude goes to our colleagues who anonymously reviewed 
the contributions, offering comments and suggestions that improved the overall content of the 
volume. 

 
The Editors 
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Abstract: The experimental study of prehistoric projectile points has been an active field of 
research over the last forty years. This contribution is an introduction to the discipline and presents 
an overview of its main issues, methods and results. Experimental protocols are routinely designed 
to address a particular archaeological question. This normally involves the reconstitution of a 
prehistoric delivery system, which can be done either in “replicative” or “controlled” conditions, 
both approaches presenting advantages and drawbacks. The main goals of projectile experiments 
are fourfold: determining whether certain artefacts are projectile weapons based on the 
identification of diagnostic traces of projectile impact; reconstructing their hafting arrangement, 
identifying the propulsion system, with a special emphasis on the appearance of the spear-thrower 
and bow; and assessing the performance of different types of weapon tips in terms of efficiency, 
solidity and maintenance. Future projectile research should include increased feedback between 
“replicative” and “controlled” experiments and more frequent meta-analyses, both of which 
require more standardised data collection and publication. 

Keywords: bow, experimental archeology, hafting, hand-thrown projectile, projectile point, 
spear-thrower, use-wear analysis. 

 
Whether made of stone or bone, sharp or 

piercing, with or without barbs, projectile 
armatures have long attracted considerable 
attention from archaeologists, primarily,  
of course, prehistorians specializing in 
hunter-gatherer societies. Palaeolithic and 
Mesolithic sites have yielded large 
quantities of objects interpreted as projectile 
armatures given their shape and size or 
based on comparisons with ethnographic 
points (arrows, spears, javelins, harpoons, 
etc.). From the outset of the European Upper 
Palaeolithic, projectiles came to form a 
substantial portion of archaeological 

assemblages. The significant spatio-
temporal variability of these ubiquitous 
elements has resulted in multiple 
hypotheses and interpretations for their 
use, especially given that their presence on 
archaeological sites reflects a particular 
activity – hunting – which is fundamental 
to the survival of populations that do not 
rely on agriculture or animal husbandry. 
This is especially the case for groups who 
live in cold environments that afford only 
limited possibilities of gathering. Finally, 
as all technical objects equally bear a 
symbolic dimension, projectile points, the 
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quintessential ‘arrowhead’ for instance, are 
among the few prehistoric objects to evoke 
a particularly powerful response in the 
contemporary imagination. 

For no short amount of time, projectile 
points were primarily approached in terms 
of typology, with the aim of classing objects 
and exploring their potential as chrono-
cultural markers. Subsequently, and 
especially from the 1980s onwards, the 
development of lithic technology and its 
bone equivalent made it possible to 
investigate how these points were made. In 
tandem with the study of their manufacture, 
additional questions emerged as to how 
exactly these objects were used, quickly 
leading to the development of projectile 
experiments. 

Over the last forty years, reconstructing 
prehistoric projectiles and the manner in 
which they were launched (bow, spear-
thrower and, of course, by hand) have 
become active research topics. This trend 
was first initiated by specialists of the 
Palaeolithic and Mesolithic, followed 
progressively by researchers working on 
the Neolithic, with those working in 
protohistory and historic periods being less 
concerned. Particularly developed by 
Anglo-American researchers at the end of 
the 1970s and beginning of the 1980s, 
projectile experiments became more 
widespread and diversified towards the 
end of the 1980s and into the 1990s. While 
slightly neglected at the turn of the 21st 
century, the ensuing decade would see a 
dynamic renewal and internationalization 
of projectile research. There now exist over 
160 publications and academic studies 
focused, at least in part, on experiments 
concerning the use of prehistoric 
projectiles. This contribution is an updated 
and adapted translation of an initial 
manuscript written in 2015 and published 
in 2020 (Pétillon and Cattelain 2020). This 

introduction to projectile experiments, 
while incomplete and biased in favour of 
the Western European Upper Palaeolithic, 
presents the main avenues of research, 
associated methodologies and results. Only 
the analysis of the projectile points 
themselves is considered, leaving out 
experimental studies of projectile impacts 
on bone (such as Morel 1993; Smith et al. 
2007; Letourneux and Pétillon 2008; Castel 
2008; Gaudzinski-Windheuser 2016; Smith 
et al. 2020), use-wear on spear-throwers 
(Cattelain 1991), or issues touching upon 
the use of spear-throwers and the bow  
(i.e. bow and spear-thrower mechanics, 
techniques of use, effective range, etc.). 

Archaeological questions and the 
development of experimentation 

Projectile experiments can be defined as 

the testing of replica prehistoric armatures 
in controlled conditions, with results 
systematically recorded using a pre-
defined protocol. These are not, strictly 
speaking, experiments in prehistoric 
hunting. First off, if we accept the existence 
of armed conflicts in prehistory, then 
projectiles can just as well represent 
weapons rather than hunting gear. 
Moreover, hunting involves multiple 
aspects that are overlooked in projectile 
experiments; namely, tracking, driving, the 
use of hides, approaching or even trapping 
prey, all essential steps which, for the 
hunter, are equally if not more important 
than the shot itself (Testart 1984). 
Prehistoric weaponry should therefore not 
be conflated with broader issues linked to 
prehistoric subsistence strategies despite 
obvious links between the two (Pétillon 
2006. 85-86). 

Projectile experiments fix more modest 
objectives designed to respond to one or 
several issues concerning the interpre-
tations of a series of archaeological 
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projectile points. Questions at the origin  
of these experiments can be broadly 
summarised as follows: were the objects in 
question used as projectile armatures? If so, 
how were they fixed to the projectile 
(hafting arrangement, adhesive or binding 
type, possible use of a foreshaft)? How well 
did they perform (efficiency, reliability, 
etc.)? Finally and with particular impor-
tance for the Palaeolithic, were they 
mounted on hand-thrown projectiles or 
launched with a spear-thrower or bow?  

Experimental projectile tests are likely to 
bring if not definitive conclusions, at least 
clues and potential answers to these 
questions. This necessarily requires an 
experimental reference collection of impact 
traces, with the objective of experimental 
tests being to produce a series of micro- and 
macroscopic traces on the experimental 
points that are diagnostic of their use as 
projectile armatures or typical of a hafting 
arrangement or a particular delivery 
method. However, as in any experimental 
approach, in order to produce reliable 
interpretations of archaeological material, 
particular attention must be paid to the 
development of the experimental protocol. 

Reconstructing projectile delivery 
systems: experimental protocols 

Any experiment necessarily begins with 
the elaboration of a prehistoric delivery 
system comprising the combination of five 
elements: (1) a shooter, (2) propulsion device 
(i.e. an instrument that launches the 
projectile, such as a spear-thrower or bow, 
or neither when thrown by hand), (3) 
projectile, in other words, an object capable 
of being shot over a certain distance 
resulting in damage to a target, (4) a firing 
trajectory  connecting the shooter and the 
target, and finally (5) a target. 

Each of these elements is subject to 
multiple variations: the propulsion device 

can, for example, take the form of a spear-
thrower (flexible or rigid, male or female), 
a bow (short or long, straight or reflex),  
or be completely absent. Moreover, a 
variation in one element often leads to 
changes in one or more of the others – a 
change in propulsion device can, for 
example, imply modifications in the size 
and weight of the projectiles as well as the 
nature of the target. However, in most 
prehistoric contexts where perishable 
organic materials other than bone are not 
conserved, only part of the propulsion 
system is likely to be recovered: a part of 
the projectile (stone or osseous point, 
possible osseous foreshaft), part of the 
target (skeleton of the prey) and possibly 
part of the propulsion device (the distal 
portion of a spear-thrower made of antler, 
lithic elements interpreted as spear-
thrower weights, and more rarely, osseous 
bow or spear-thrower handles). Direct 
associations between propulsion devices 
and projectiles are very rarely encountered 
outside of burial contexts. Bows, projectile 
shafts, or even adhesives and ligatures 
used for hafting have only occasionally 
been recovered from contexts with 
exceptional preservation conditions. In 
Europe, most of these finds come from lake 
or peatland contexts in Scandinavia, 
Germany, France or Switzerland, and date 
to the Mesolithic or Neolithic (e.g., Gramsch 
2000; Ramseyer 2000; Junkmanns 2001; 
Cattelain 2006; Bocquet 2011; Larsson et al. 
2017). The nature (type of material, wood 
species, morphometry, fissibility, point of 
equilibrium, mass, density, straightness, 
etc.) of the shafts associated with the 
armatures, although of fundamental 
importance, therefore remains impossible 
to discern (Cattelain 1994. 19; Maerky 2021. 
281-286). 

This being the case, an important aspect 
of prehistoric projectile systems still 
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remains practically unknown, and it is of 
course impossible to test all the 
theoretically possible variants: during 
experimentation it is feasible to vary only 
one or two parameters systematically and 
under controlled conditions (for example 
the type of propulsion device or the hafting 
arrangement), otherwise the results will 
not be statistically valid and exploitable. 

Confronted with this problem, 
experimenters have adopted solutions that 
broadly reflect two trends (Iovita et al. 
2016). The first, sometimes referred to as "in 
vivo experimentation" or "replicative 
experimentation," focuses on ensuring that 
experimental conditions reproduce as 
accurately as possible how prehistoric 
weapons were likely used in a given 
archaeological context. As such, exper-
imental armatures are fashioned from 
materials identical to those from the 
studied archaeological assemblage; their 
size and form encapsulate the variability of 
the archaeological pieces; the target consist 
of a whole, freshly slaughtered animal (to 
best replicate actual hunting conditions)  
of a species identical to the dominant prey 
in the sites studied; the delivery system  
is modelled after known prehistoric 
examples (e.g., Mesolithic or Neolithic  
type bows), etc. Parameters undetectable  
in the archaeological record; for example, 
shooting distances or shaft dimensions, are 
compensated for via indirect evidence that 
at least allow them to be fixed at plausible 
ranges. Comparative ethnography also 
provides important contextual information 
on the use of bows and spear-throwers 
amongst traditional hunters (e.g. Cattelain 
1994, 1997). Propulsion systems used by 
sub-contemporary hunter-gatherer popu-
lations living in highly diverse 
environments provide important 
information concerning the range of 
possibilities and hence more accurate 

reconstructions (Cattelain 2000). The body 
of experimental projectile data accumulated 
over several decades also represents a 
considerable amount of experience and 
reflection. Numerous studies have 
systematically explored varying one 
parameter and its knock-on effects for  
the whole delivery system; for example,  
the ballistic properties of particular 
projectiles, problems balancing shafts and 
the influence of the fletching (for these 
issues see Knecht 1997a. 13-16; Whittaker 
2010; Coppe et al. 2019; Maerky 2021). 
Finally, the contribution of prehistoric 
archery and spear-throwing competitions 
held regularly in Western Europe and 
North America since the 1980s are worth 
mentioning. Although not conducted 
under scientifically controlled conditions, 
these competitions have nevertheless 
allowed the participants to become expert 
marksmen, as well as accruing substantial 
know-how and practical experience 
concerning hafting techniques and the 
manufacture of projectiles (e.g. Bellier and 
Cattelain 1989; Stodiek 1993; Whittaker et 
al. 2017). 

The fundamental interest of replicative 
experiments is to produce reference 
collections that are succinctly adapted to 
the archaeological context at hand and 
optimize the subsequent use of 
experimental data in the analysis of 
archaeological material. As we will see 
below, the most interesting interpretive 
evidence is often specific to a particular 
form of projectile point and precise mode 
of use, meaning that it can only be 
discerned in the framework of a well-
designed experiment. 

However, replicative experiments of 
course have their limits. First, experimental 
conditions never fully reproduce those of 
prehistoric hunting. It has equally been 
noted on multiple occasions that tests using 
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an animal carcass, even when complete and 
fresh, does not perfectly simulate a live 
target, which for both ethical and 
methodological reasons is unfeasible. 
Moreover, certain parameters remain 
difficult to control, such as temperature 
and humidity, which in extreme 
conditions, can influence projectile 
performance. For example, the extreme 
cold renders lithic and osseous material 
more brittle (Ellis 1997. 58; Gyria and 
Khlopachev 2018). Finally and above all, 
the desire to reproduce “realistic’ shooting 
conditions brings with it substantial 
variability; each projectile and each shot 
are unique, which can complicate the 
interpretation of results and comparisons 
between experiments.  

This latter problem effectively gave rise 
to the development of second type of 
experimentation sometimes referred to as 
“controlled experimentation” that has met 
considerable and growing success. These 
experiments aim to control all potential 
variables as accurately as possible. In the 
most successfully designed experiments, 
the protocol succinctly reproduces 
conditions of a ballistics laboratory – a 
mechanical delivery system (e.g. calibrated 
cross-bow, compressed air propulsion 
system) allowing projectiles to be launched 
at a fixed velocity, using standardized 
hafts, identical projectile points or even 
identical test pieces, or an animal target 
replaced by a more homogeneous artificial 
material, often blocks of ballistic gelatin or 
clay in recent experiments (e.g. Bebber et al. 
2020; Mika et al. 2020). 

The advantages and disadvantages of 
this type of experimentation echo those of 
replicative projectile experiments. Again, 
the overall goal is to isolate each parameter 
and then vary it according to a precise, 
quantified scale (e.g. shooting velocity,  
 

impact angle), which theoretically allows 
observed variations to be recorded and 
reliably linked to a particular factor. This 
type of experiment is therefore particularly 
well adapted to testing specific parameters, 
for example, the composition of an 
adhesive or the presence or absence of a 
binding with “all other conditions held 
constant” in order to measure the influence 
of these variations on the overall system 
(e.g., Gaillard et al. 2016). The second 
advantage of controlled experiments is 
that, at least in theory, they afford better 
inter-experiment comparisons. However, 
the act of ‘fixing’ the number of parameters 
brings with it an additional risk – creating 
experimental conditions that diverge 
considerable from real world situations 
and hence reference collections whose 
applicability for interpreting archae-
ological material is problematic.  

As in other fields, this seemingly 
conflictual situation actually reflects the 
complementarity between the two types of 
experimentation. The challenge today is for 
these two approaches to function 
reflexively via frequent feedback, in order 
to produce a mutually validated 
framework of analysis. 

Identifying Projectiles: impact 
traces 

More often than not, the primary 
motivation for developing an experimental 
shooting program is to test whether or not 
a series of bone or stone points found 
mixed together with thousands of other 
artefacts in a given archaeological layer 
were in fact used as arrowheads or 
spearpoints, a question relevant to even the 
earliest phases of prehistory. As the 
scientific literature on the subject is both 
numerous and riddled with controversy 
and that the goal of this contribution is  
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not a synthesis of the dozens of available 
reference collections, we concentrate on a 
series of methodological issues.  

The first concerns what could be 
described as ‘the illusion of efficiency’. In 
certain publications reporting the results of 
projectile experiments, particularly the 
earliest examples, the fact that the points 
‘performed very well’ (i.e. they were 
efficient in penetrating or were robust, etc.) 
was sometimes advanced as an argument 
for their use as projectile armatures. While 
of course these conditions are necessary – it 
is difficult to imagine prehistoric groups 
manufacturing defective armatures – they 
are not sufficient evidence of projectiles: 
numerous bone points and equally large 
numbers of flint pieces, as long as they are 
sharp and/or pointed, have a form that  
is fairly well adapted to a potential use  
as a projectile armature but were not used 
as such. Demonstrating that an object 
‘performs’ well as a projectile does not 
validate such an interpretation in the 
absence of diagnostic impact traces. 

However, from a use-wear perspective, 
projectile points are a very specific case 
(Rots and Plisson 2014). Unlike tools used 
to scrape wood, clean hides, etc., projectile 
points were not subjected to repeated and 
prolonged contact with the worked 
material. The same is true even for points 
reused for several shots, the contact 
between the point and the target is too 
short for the formation of specific use-wear 
pattern. Moreover, this contact is generated 
in extremely variable conditions according 
to the context. The form and hafting 
arrangement of the point, the form 
(morphometry), mass and velocity of the 
projectile, impact angle, contact material 
(hide, bone, and or flesh as well as plant 
and mineral materials for errant shots) are 
all susceptible to influence the formation of 

impact traces and hence their substantial 
variability. 

On the other hand, for damage to be 
considered diagnostic of use as a projectile 
point, other potential causes must be ruled 
out. Armatures can potentially be broken 
prior to use (breakage during shaping, 
especially for stone points) or after use 
(trampling or post-depositional damage). 
The analysis of this type of alteration must 
also be carried out in order not to be 
confused with traces of use (Iovita et al. 
2014). Projectile elements can also serve 
additional functions (stone points as 
knives, piercers, etc.). Above all, uses other 
than as projectiles can produce relatively 
similar damage to that resulting from an 
impact, including fractures (e.g; certain 
fractures on stone tools used in butchery 
activities, and tongued fractures on bone 
tools used for percussion or pressure). 
Consequently, both experience with and a 
reference collection of the traces produced 
by these activities is necessary. Certain of 
these ‘additional activities’ can also be 
linked to hunting activities other than 
projectile use. Several studies have sought 
to establish whether traces exhibited on 
hand-held weapons (i.e. thrusting spears) 
can be distinguished from those on hand-
thrown projectiles (i.e. throwing spears; see 
Clarkson 2016; Iovita et al. 2016; Milks et al. 
2016, 2019; Coppe et al. 2019 for recent 
discussions concerning the appearance of 
the earliest projectiles, which remains a 
relatively underdocumented subject). 

In order to produce a reliable use-wear 
analysis, the comparative reference 
collection needs to be sufficiently large. 
This is particularly the case for exper-
imental reference collections, where, as a 
general rule, the number of projectiles fired 
needs to be on the order of several dozen 
(in a majority of published experiments,  
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they range from 10 to 60). Only a reference 
collection of this magnitude can 
sufficiently encapsulate the variability and 
relative frequency of use-induced traces. 
This is equally the case for the 
archaeological material to be analysed, 
where what is essential is the idea of 
recurrence. In other words, the designation 
of series of typologically identical pieces 
(e.g. a group of backed points) as projectile 
points cannot be based uniquely on the 
presence of a single characteristic piece or a 
handful of isolated impact traces. It is, 
however, difficult to fix an exact sample 
size and despite considerable debate, the 
degree of variability is such that there is 
currently no consensus as to what 
percentage of impact fractures ought be 
found in an assemblage of projectiles. In 
this respect, it is necessary to weed out the 
noise resulting from the complex pre- and 
post-depositional history of the archae-
ological assemblage in order to confer 
meaning to the results. In other words, the 
debate is far from over.  

To conclude this brief review of 
methodological issues, it should be 
emphasized that the formation of impact 
damage is also influenced by the shape and 
size of the armature; whether or not a 
specific character is diagnostic of an impact 
varies therefore according to the type of 
point considered. For example, the 
experiments by Fischer and colleagues 
(1984) using Bromme points, which are 
fairly large tanged points, demonstrated 
only secondary removals of at least 6 mm 
in length to be diagnostic of their use as 
projectiles, with this threshold reduced  
to 1 mm for the thinner, transverse 
arrowheads. 

With these reservations in mind, it 
becomes apparent that devising a catalog 
of universally valid diagnostic impact 
fractures for all types of projectiles and 

under all experimental conditions is 
impossible. Accordingly, the acronym DIF 
(diagnostic impact fractures), which is 
regularly encountered in the scientific 
literature devoted to prehistoric projectiles, 
where it is sometimes used rather casually, 
appears highly misleading and increase-
ingly the subject of criticism (Rots and 
Plisson 2014; Hutchings 2016; Coppe and 
Rots 2017). It is, however, possible to 
outline the broad categories of impact 
traces that should first be taken into 
account when investigating projectile use 
(see Coppe and Rots 2017 for a critical 
review and relevant references). On stone 
projectile armatures, impact damage takes 
the form of fracture that above all initiates 
from the distal extremity of the piece. 
Diagnostic impact fractures are frequently 
described as step terminating bending 
breaks with specific traits according to the 
circumstances: very long bending breaks, 
bending breaks with different terminations 
(stepped, hinged, burinating), the presence 
of one or multiple secondary removals, etc. 
Impact fractures are not, however, limited 
to the distal extremity and can equally 
occur on other edges of the piece, especially 
when hafted laterally, in the form of 
chipping and scarring (Geneste and Plisson 
1990; Gauvrit Roux 2019, etc.). In addition 
to fractures, microscopic evidence of 
impact, MLIT or microscopic linear impact 
traces, have also been reported (Rots and 
Plisson 2014; Sano and Oba 2014, 2015; 
Gauvrit Roux 2019). All of these types of 
impact damage, and not simply distal 
fractures need to be taken into account 
when exploring the potential use of an 
object as a projectile tip.  

Over the last ten years, Wallner lines 
have equally been used to identify 
projectile fractures in prehistoric lithic 
assemblages. The geometry of these lines 
on the fracture surface allows a 
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propagation velocity to be calculated for 
the fracture wave that distinguishes 
projectile damage from other tool uses 
(Hutchings 2011; Sahle et al. 2013). This 
approach requires very fine-grained raw 
materials such as obsidian (Rots and 
Plisson 2014; Iovita et al. 2016). The 
reliability of this method for identifying 
projectile armatures has however been 
criticized due to the overlap between 
fracture velocities resulting from 
manufacturing techniques, particularly 
soft-hammer percussion, and impact 
damage (Douze et al. 2018). 

Impact damage on osseous points has 
received less attention compared to their 
stone counterparts (see Pétillon et al. 2016 
for a review). This evidence primarily 
consists of distal crushing and mesial or 
distal fractures of various morphologies 
(longitudinal splits, saw-tooth fractures 
and, most frequently, bending or beveled 
fractures). In archaeological examples, the 
development of these fractures is highly 
variable and comparisons with exper-
imental data suggest that the most extreme 
cases result from missed shots striking a 
hard obstacle (stone, rock etc.). Currently, 
there is limited data for tip damage on 
osseous weapon points compared to that 
found on tools of similar morphologies 
(beveled items used as intermediary tools, 
awls, etc.). Consequently, it is difficult to 
reliably identify diagnostic fractures linked 
to their use as projectiles, meaning that the 
published reference collections report 
damage that is only compatible with such a 
use. The analysis of microscopic use-wear 
on osseous projectile points, while 
currently limited, represents a promising 
avenue of research. 

Identifying hafting arrangements  

Beyond the simple identification of 
projectile armatures, the manner in which 

they were fixed to the shaft equally poses 
questions, particularly in the case of certain 
lithic elements. In fact, while hafted at the 
tip of the shaft (equally referred to as 
axially or distally hafted) might seem 
obvious for certain forms, such as 
shouldered or tanged points, the situation 
is far from clear for others. For backed 
pieces (Gravette points, for examples), 
objects with two pointed extremities (such 
as Azilian bipoints) and of course Upper 
Palaeolithic bladelets and Mesolithic 
microliths, a lateral hafting arrangement 
(on the edges of the shaft) or, in some cases, 
a apico-lateral arrangement (oblique to  
the shaft head, with the proximal portion 
protruding) is equally possible (Plisson 
2005; Yaroshevich et al. 2010; Chesnaux 
2014; Gauvrit Roux 2019). These 
differences obviously bear important 
consequences for our conception of 
prehistoric projectile types. 

Projectile experiments can help address 
these questions. For example, by 
systematically testing multiple hafting 
arrangements (e.g. lateral versus apical) 
and comparing damage produced in each 
case with that exhibited on archaeological 
examples, it may be possible to advance a 
hypothesis about how the latter were 
arranged. The analysis of the lengths of 
proximal fragments and fracture orien-
tations on Gravettian micropoints from the 
site of Rabier suggested that, based on 
comparisons with experimental fracture 
data from bow launched points, they  
were hafted “distally with a ligature” 
(Soriano 1998). Similarly, Philibert (2002) 
highlighted differences in the location and 
form of fractures on Mesolithic microliths 
depending on whether they were hafted 
distally as points or laterally as barbs. More 
recently, experiments by Chesnaux (2014) 
involving similar projectile elements 
demonstrated that the proportions of 
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different types of burin-like or transverse 
damage in a collection of archaeological 
microliths can shed light on an apical, 
lateral or apico-lateral hafting 
arrangement. Experimental data equally 
revealed the reconstruction of certain 
hafting arrangements for shouldered 
points from Mediterranean Spain not to be 
functional (Muñoz Ibañez et al. 2017) or, 
conversely, identified strict functional 
requirements for the profile of the initial 
bladelet in a hafting arrangement 
comprising multiple backed bladelets 
hafted contiguously on an osseous point 
(Pétillon et al. 2011).  

In cases where there is little doubt that 
stone elements armed the point of the 
weapon, experiments can also provide 
additional information concerning hafting 
techniques. Research carried out by the 
TFPS  project (Technologie Fonctionnelle des 
Pointes de projectiles Solutréennes) on 
Solutrean shouldered points has, for 
example, shown fractures on archae-
ological pieces at the level of the stem or 
several millimetres above the shoulder can 
only result from a hafting system where the 
ligature binds the entirety of the stem to the 
shaft (Plisson and Geneste 1989). 

Less experimentation has focused on 
how osseous weapon elements were 
hafted, possibly because the form of the 
base in a majority of point types is already 
fairly indicative of how they were fixed on 
the projectile (e.g. simple beveled point 
fixed to a similar bevel at the extremity of 
the shaft, a double beveled point inserted 
in a V-shaped notch, a massive based point 
fixed in a socket, or a forked-based point 
embedded in a symmetrical fork at the end 
of the projectile, Pétillon 2006, Pétillon et al. 
2011). Oblique or transverse striations 
frequently present at the base of these 
points and interpreted as designed to help 
fix them to the shaft also provide evidence 

for the presence of an adhesive and or a 
ligature and even the extent to which the 
ligature enveloped the piece. (Allain and 
Rigaud 1986, 1989). Only Aurignacian 
split-based bone points have been the 
subject of a detailed analysis of potential 
hafting arrangements due to the consid-
erable controversy they have solicited over 
the decades. Experiments by Knecht (1993, 
1997b) revealed that the only solid manner 
to fix the point to a shaft was a male hafting 
arrangement where the base is fit into a slot 
and fixed in place with a ligature with a 
wedge subsequently inserted into the split 
via a space left in the ligature.  

Identifying propulsion systems: 
spear-throwers and bows 

Considerable ink has been spilt 
concerning the exact timing of the 
appearance of the spear-thrower and bow, 
as these two innovations are generally 
considered of fundamental importance  
in the evolution of hunter-gatherer 
subsistence strategies (e.g. Lombard 2019; 
Sano et al. 2019). This question has been 
explored for both the European 
Palaeolithic, the prehistory of North 
America and, more recently, in the 
archaeological record of southern Africa. 
The problem lies in the fact that these two 
weapon elements are most often 
manufactured from perishable materials, 
meaning that direct archaeological 
evidence is rare and therefore does not 
necessarily reflect the geographic and 
chronological distribution of these weapon 
systems in the past. In terms of unam-
biguous evidence from the European 
Palaeolithic, spear-thrower fragments are 
known with certainty from the beginning 
of the Middle to the end of the Late 
Magdalenian, or the period roughly 
between 19 and 14 cal ka BP (Cattelain 
2005), and perhaps earlier, during the 
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Upper Solutrean (Cattelain 1989), while the 
earliest direct evidence for the use of a bow 
(arrow shafts from the Ahrenburgian site of 
Stellmoor in Germany: Rust 1943) dates to 
between roughly 11,800 and 11,200 cal BP 
(Fischer and Tauber 1986). A potentially 
earlier emergence of bow and arrow 
technology has, however, been discussed. 
In the absence of direct evidence, the study 
of potential projectile points, sometimes 
involving significantly earlier material (for 
example Streletskayan points dated to 
around 36,000 to 38,000; Bradley et al. 1995, 
Cattelain 2006) that are morphometrically 
very similar to arrow-tips from more recent 
periods, potentially provides indirect 
evidence for bow-and-arrow technologies.  

Numerous works have set out to 
develop morphometric criteria based on 
comparisons with ethnographic material in 
order to distinguish spearpoints (on 
average larger, heavier and launched with 
a spear-thrower) from arrowheads, which 
are on average smaller, lighter and shot 
with a bow. The use of such indices 
remains, however, controversial, notably 
due to the high degree of overlap between 
these two categories, with the debate on the 
subject continuing for several decades with 
no real consensus in sight (see Clarkson 
2016 for a critical review). 

Multiple projectile experiments have 
aimed to determine if it is possible to 
identify the propulsion mode based on the 
impact damage on armatures, with the 
results remaining limited. In fact, the only 
means of carrying out a comparative  
use-wear analysis of bow, spear-thrower, 
and hand-thrown projectiles requires a 
substantial body of experimental projectile 
points delivered using these three methods 
under controlled conditions; however, this 
is rarely the case. Fischer et al. (1984) had 
previously shown that, amongst the 
experimental Bromme points used in their 

study, the most well-developed fractures 
were exhibited on hand-thrown spear 
points rather than arrow-tips. Cattelain 
and Perpère’s (1993) experiments with 
Gravette points also demonstrated not only 
that those launched with a spear-thrower 
more frequently exhibited fractures than 
those shot with a bow but also that certain 
fracture morphologies (“tongued” or 
“stepped”) were better represented amongst 
the spear-thrown examples while the 
average size of the fractures was greater on 
those shot with a bow. The studied 
archaeological assemblage, the Gravette 
points from Abri Pataud, exhibited 
intermediate traits between the two 
experimental reference collections, making 
it impossible to reliably identify the 
delivery method.  

Equally treating Gravette and micro-
Gravette points, Coppe and Rots (2017) 
suggested that the location of certain 
fracture types can be influenced by the 
propulsion method; on arrow points, scars 
initiated from a previous fracture surface 
mostly concerned the distal part, while 
identical scars are found primarily on the 
mesial-proximal portion of dart points. 
Experiments carried out by the TFPS 
research group using Solutrean shouldered 
points equally demonstrated that certain 
well-developed bending breaks (transverse 
bending breaks that broke along the width 
of the piece) were more frequent on spear-
points (Rots and Plisson 2014. 158-159). 
Finally, in terms of osseous armatures, 
experiments with Magdelanian forked-
based points revealed that proximal breaks, 
in other words on the fork itself, occurred 
uniquely when a spear-thrower was used 
(Pétillon 2006). The fact that these types 
were equally present in high numbers of 
forked-based points from the Magdalenian 
of Isturitz was consistent with the 
hypothesis of these points arming spears.  
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A trend is evident amongst all these 
experiments; spear-thrower launched and 
perhaps hand-thrown projectiles on 
average produce more damage to the 
points than those shot with a bow. This 
difference is likely connected to the higher 
kinetic energy of spears which is itself due 
to the greater mass of these weapons 
compared to arrows as well as their 
ballistic properties (i.e. a more sinuous 
trajectory for the latter). Projectile size also 
undoubtedly plays a role; wobbling at the 
moment of impact, a long, thick shaft, as in 
the case of a spear, behaves like a lever that 
exerts significant bending stress on the 
projectile element planted in the target. 
Additional experimentation is, however, 
needed to confirm and add greater 
precision to these general trends.  

Similarly, observations of experimental 
split-based antler points showed that the 
degree of damage was in part due to the 
force transferred to the projectiles, which  
is itself determined by the bow force  
of the calibrated crossbow (Doyon and 
Katz-Knecht 2014). Other experiments with 
lithic projectile points under controlled 
conditions demonstrated that an increase 
in projectile velocity, and hence the kinetic 
energy, results in larger impact fractures 
(Iovita et al. 2014, Sano and Oba 2014, 2015; 
Sano et al. 2016). On the other hand, Coppe 
and colleagues (2019) have shown that the 
kinetic energy evident in these experiments 
failed to accurately replicate those they 
were designed to simulate (e.g. hand-
thrown, bow, spear-thrower), limiting the 
relevance of these results for the 
interpretation of archaeological material. 

Moreover, the example of the Gravette 
points from Abri Pataud described above 
once again reveals how the application of 
experimental results to archaeological 
material is often complicated and rarely 
results in clear-cut conclusions. The 

complex formational history of 
archaeological assemblages, including the 
mixture of pieces broken during 
manufacture, abandoned after use, or 
broken by trampling, produces a more 
nuanced vision of use-wear evidence than 
the comparatively simple one produced 
under experimental conditions. 

Projectile performance: efficiency, 
reliability, and management 

Projectile experiments have also 
produced a wealth of information 
concerning the performance of different 
armature types, including their penetrative 
capacity (generally estimated as the 
penetration depth in the target body) or 
durability (resistance to impact, potential 
for repairing damaged elements). 

Projectile experiments notably con-
firmed an idea previously suggested by 
comparison to ethnographic data (Ellis 
1997); when it comes to osseous or wood 
versus stone projectile tips, the main 
advantage of the latter lies in their greater 
cutting capacity which inflicts more 
damage on the target. In tests using small-
to-medium sized ungulates, arrows and 
spears armed with stone points whose 
trajectory is not altered by striking a bone 
generally penetrate to an average depth of 
around 20 cm, if not more (Cattelain and 
Perpère 1993; Stodiek 1993; Shea et al. 2002, 
Wood and Fitzhugh 2018). In comparison, 
average penetration depths for osseous 
points tested in the same conditions ranged 
between 12 and 20 cm (Stodiek 1993; 
Pétillon 2006; Foletti 2012). Experiments 
have also shown that fixing bladelets along 
the edge of antler spear points launched 
with a spear-thrower practically doubles 
the average penetration depth (from 
approximately 15 to 28 cm, Pétillon et al. 
2011).  
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This advantage of stone tipped weapons 
has nevertheless been called into question 
by a series of recent experiments 
demonstrating projectiles armed with 
simple wooded points to perform equally 
well in terms of penetration depth 
compared to stone-tipped projectiles 
(Waguespack et al. 2009; Loendorf et al. 
2015). Additional experiments have 
however nuanced this evidence, 
demonstrating that lithic points produce 
more substantial and larger wounds 
compared to bone points despite 
penetrating to equal depths (Wilkins et al. 
2014; Salem and Churchill 2016). The use of 
ballistic gel targets requires caution 
concerning these recent results, and 
legitimate questions can be posed as to the 
whether this choice adequately reflects 
actual hunting conditions, in that ballistic 
gel does not simulate the resistance of the 
tegument (e.g. skin and fur), the main 
obstacle encountered by the projectile 
(Morel 1993). 

While lithic weapon elements afford 
greater cutting power, they are less 
resistant to impact. Taking into account the 
high degree of variability between 
experiments in terms of point type, hafting 
and launching mode, as well as the nature 
of the target, it is reasonable to estimate 
that between 40 and 80% of apically or 
apico-laterally hafted lithic armatures 
fracture on the first impact and are 
generally unrepairable (Fischer et al. 1984; 
Ellis 1997; Soriano 1998; Shott 2002; 
Cheshier and Kelly 2006; Loendorf et al. 
2018). This observation is, however, case 
sensitive: certain, perhaps larger stone 
projectiles, such as Levallois points (Shea et 
al. 2001, 2002), may be more resistant to 
breakage, while Holocene stone points 
from southern Patagonia also portray 
significant variations in terms of durability 
between types (Cardillo et al. 2021). Certain 

point forms also afford more opportunities 
for resharpening, thus prolonging their 
use-lives. This would be the case with Elko 
and Folsom points whose manufacturing 
and management sequence has been the 
subject of multiple experimental analyses 
by North American prehistorians (e.g. 
Flenniken and Raymond 1986; Towner and 
Warburton 1990; Shott 2020). These 
reservations do not, however, alter the 
general trend of the greater fragility and 
hence shorter use-lives of stone projectiles. 
Experimentally, laterally hafted lithic 
weapon elements – backed bladelets or 
microlithic ‘barbs’ – fracture less frequently 
due to the fact that they are less exposed to 
violent impacts, although they often 
dislodge at the moment of impact and are 
lost in the target (Pétillon et al. 2011; 
Gauvrit Roux 2019). It has been suggested 
on several occasions that this increased 
fragility of stone-tipped projectiles, whether 
in terms of breakage rates or the loss of 
laterally hafted elements, could be 
intentional. By dislodging in the body of 
the target, the stone weapon tip shatters 
into sharp fragments that spread in the 
prey’s body causing additional damage. 
This hypothesis is based on relatively rare 
ethnographic evidence (Ellis 1997. 51-52) 
and, as it has never been tested 
experimentally, remains a matter of 
speculation. 

The picture is quite different for osseous 
weapon points (Pétillon et al. 2016). Most 
experiments have highlighted their 
substantial degree of resistance to impact 
independent of the hafting mode or 
delivery system. The point remained intact 
after being fired into more relatively 
flexible obstacles (sediments), small-sized 
animals or even parts of larger animals (the 
softer portions, certain vertebrae, thinner 
bones such as ribs or the sternum). The 
ability of osseous points to pierce and break 
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thin bones such as ribs and occasionally 
vertebrae without suffering any 
perceptible macroscopic damage has been 
reported on multiple occasions. Only 
impacts with thicker, more rigid obstacles 
(stone, frozen ground) or with larger bones 
(scapula, coxal, long bones) of medium-to-
large sized ungulates produced more 
frequent damage. When fractures did 
result, they occurred most often near the 
distal extremity and occasioned only 
limited loss in overall length, which was 
easily reparable by resharpening. More 
substantial damage likely to render the 
point irreparable (e.g. longitudinal 
splitting, basal fractures) also occurred but 
was significantly less frequent and often 
resulted from abnormally violent impacts. 

Several experimenters have also 
reported that this resistance is particularly 
greater for antler points compared to  
bone points that tend to break more 
frequently (Guthrie 1983; Bergman 1987; 
Knecht 1997b). Although this aspect does, 
however, require additional systematic 
testing, it is nevertheless consistent with 
the mechanical properties of these two 
bone tissues: the more elastic antler better 
resists mechanical constraints compared to 
bone and it is unlikely to be a coincidence 
that prehistoric groups often preferred it 
for the manufacture of projectile elements 
(Albrecht 1977; Currey 1979; MacGregor 
and Currey 1983). In terms of ivory points, 
detailed experiments remain rare but 
available data (some unpublished) does 
indicate a similarly high degree of 
resistance to impacts.  

Some have argued that this increased 
durability of osseous points could be 
particularly advantageous for hunting in 
open landscapes where the tendency to 
lose projectiles is diminished compared to 
closed contexts and where the potential for 
their re-use is higher. The considerable 

time invested in their manufacture 
compared to their stone counterparts is 
offset by a longer use-life (Cattelain 1995). 
In the same respect, in functional terms, 
composite projectiles from different phases 
of the Upper Palaeolithic that combine an 
antler point armed with laterally hafted 
stone elements (i.e. bladelets) would 
represent the optimisation of the different 
raw materials available to prehistoric 
hunter-gatherers – the highly impact 
resistant antler and the cutting power of 
flint (Pétillon et al. 2011). 

Summary and perspectives 

Several decades of research carried out 
by specialists working in various 
archaeological contexts have demonstrated 
the clear interest of an experimental 
approach to understanding the function of 
prehistoric projectiles. Despite their 
complexity and difficulties associated with 
the execution of experimental protocols 
designed to handle multiple parameters, 
combined with what are often difficult to 
interpret use-wear signatures, research in 
this discipline continues to grow, 
motivated by the central role of projectiles 
in the study of numerous prehistoric 
societies, principally of course, hunter-
gatherers.  

In addition to the need for additional 
case studies, our review of projectile 
experiments highlighted several important 
avenues for future research, which are 
especially important as no general list of 
‘diagnostic impact traces’ can substitute for 
experiments specially-adapted to each 
archaeological context. First is the need  
for increased communication and collab-
oration between controlled and replicative 
experiments, which are still too often 
carried out by individual researchers 
working with separate methodologies as 
part of distinct projects despite recent 
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research showing the fruitfulness of 
integrating and combining the two 
approaches to resolve the same 
archaeological question (Chesnaux 2014; 
Gaillard et al. 2016; Wood and Fitzhugh 
2018). Second is the development of large 
scale meta-analyses, which are currently 
few in number. This shortcoming notably 
reflects difficulties in directly comparing 
experiments, a problem that is only 
resolvable by harmonising elements of 
research (e.g; fracture terminology, 
standardisation of what and how data is 
present in publications: Coppe and Rots 
2017). Here we have suggested several 
potential directions future meta-analyses 
could take in order to move beyond a 
simple increase in case studies and uncover 
genuine transcultural trends based on the 
rich body of research generated by what is 
today a long tradition of experimenters.  
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